Evaluation of triplet growth status at birth using individualized growth assessment: comparison with conventional methods and development of a new classification system.
A new growth classification system for triplets based on individual growth curve standards provides new information on the growth status of triplets at birth. OBJECTIVES. The objectives of this study were to characterize growth outcome at birth in triplet pregnancies using Individualized Growth Assessment methods, and to compare these results to conventional methods of growth outcome evaluation. STUDY DESIGN. Rossavik growth models derived from second-trimester ultrasound measurements were used to predict the birth characteristics of 21 triplet neonates. Actual measurements of weight, head, abdominal, and thigh circumferences at birth were compared to population standards and to predicted values, the latter by calculation of Growth Potential Realization Index (GPRI) values. GPRI values were calculated using singleton (measurement procedure correction) and triplet (measurement procedure correction+decreased soft tissue deposition) correction factors (SCF, TCF). Neonatal Growth Assessment Scores (NGAS) were calculated using both sets of GPRI values. RESULTS. Three types of triplet neonates were identified. Group I (33.3%) were normal with both types of NGAS values, had very few abnormal GPRI values or anatomic measurements, and were all appropriate for gestational age. Group III (14.3%) were abnormal with both types of NGAS values, most GPRI values were abnormal, and all were small for gestational age. Group II (52.4%) had abnormal NGAS values when calculated from GPRI values determined with SCF and normal NGAS values when calculated from GPRI values determined with TCF. All but one was AGA. Almost all GPRIWT and GPRIThC values were abnormal using SCF and normal using TCF. CONCLUSION. Although growth outcome in triplet neonates can be normal (Group I) or intrauterine growth retarded (Group III), the majority are in an intermediate group (Group II) characterized by a decrease in soft tissue mass, which may or may not be pathological.